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Magic squares, chess-like problems, cryptarithmetic puzzles, and similar
classes of problems have been extensively used to challenge human reasoning
capabilities. Lo Shu magic square can be traced back to 650 B.C., the 8-queens
problem has been proposed in 1848 by the chess player Max Bazzel, TWO ×
TWO = THREE puzzle appeared in Strand Magazine in 1924. These puzzles
are nowadays widely used in constraint programming courses. The first programming language provided with constraint modeling primitives (Sketchpad)
has been proposed by the Turing award winner Ivan Sutherland in his PhD
thesis [Sut63]. Logemann and Loveland, when implementing the Davis-Putnam
procedure [DP60] for testing the satisfiability of a propositional formula (SAT),
devised an algorithm (DPLL) that has become the core of all SAT/ASP solvers
(50 years later). It consists in choosing an un-assigned variable, assigning it a
value 0 or 1, propagating the chosen value (unit-propagation), and proceeding
with the alternative value, if the original assignment leads to a contradiction
(backtracking). Some years later [Wal75] introduced the notion of domain filtering (arc-consistency based constraint propagation). With this idea the same
DPLL scheme can be used for verifying the satisfiability of a constraint satisfaction problem, where the assignment is no longer 0/1 and the unit-propagation
is replaced by constraint propagation. For a detailed history of these early years
achievements we refer the reader to the works by [LSS17], [JM94], and [FM06].
A major breakthrough occurred in 1986: Jaffar, Lassez, and Maher proposed
the Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) scheme [JLM86, JL87]. The elegance
of their proposal is astonishing. Given a constraint domain (e.g., finite domains,
infinite trees) a declarative modeling language on this domain is embedded in a
declarative programming language. The authors demonstrated how a small set
of conditions are sufficient to derive a sound and complete logic programming
paradigm. The model theoretical results of definite clause programming (e.g.
minimum model) are guaranteed and a modular extension of SLD resolution is
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defined. Several researchers worked on the CLP scheme presenting instances
on Boolean, Finite Domains (FD), Rationals, Reals, Sets, Multisets, Graphs,
etc.—for details we refer to the survey by [JM94]. Some implementations were
immediately incorporated in Prolog systems, and they are still mantained, in
particular for CLP(FD) that is efficiently supported by most systems.
Although the CLP scheme is Turing complete, expressivity for knowledge
representation (commonsense reasoning, default reasoning, . . . ) is limited, due
to the poor handling of negation. As in Prolog, the goal-oriented resolution
scheme is capable of dealing with a stratified use of negation only, with additional requirements on the use of variables (e.g., safety)—but some implementations based on well-founded semantics have been proposed (e.g., XSB
Prolog [?]). [Stu91] proposed to use constructive negation which is, basically,
a rewriting approach to negation. It defines some sufficient conditions that the
program and the domain must satisfy. [DPR00] proved that those conditions
are also necessary and, in fact, they strongly limit the capability of handling
negation in CLP. At the end of a long series of approaches put forward by many
researchers (see e.g. the volume edited by [Min88] for an overview), [GL88] proposed what is now broadly accepted as the semantics of programs with negation,
namely the stable model semantics—again, save for some applications where
well-founded semantics (which is computable in polyomial time from a finite
program, as shown by [?]) is acceptable. If incorporated in a Turing complete
framework (as CLP), this would immediately lead to undecidability, but decidability is ensured in case of finiteness of the grounding of the program (and there
are sufficient syntactical properties to guarantee that). Thus, a new logic programming paradigm, strongly based on model-theoretical semantics, was born:
Answer Set Programming, or simply ASP [MT98]. This is the second major
breakthrough of our story. Establishing whether a stable model exists is NPcomplete, or even ΣP
2 complete if programs with disjunctive heads are considered (w.r.t. the size of the grounded program—see, for instance, [EG95]). The
language originates from knowledge representation desiderata, but it emerged
that it is also a perfect framework for encoding intractable combinatorial problems. As a matter of fact [Nie99] shows how to encode Constraint Satisfaction
Problems (CSP) in ASP. The link between ASP and Constraint Programming
has been established and the emerging ASP solvers (smodels [Sim00], cmodels
[LM04], DLV [LPF+ 06]) made ASP effective.
A comparison of the two families of logic paradigms for encoding CSP,
namely CLP(FD) and ASP was made by [DFP05]. Although the tests are
nowadays obsolete, the overall considerations still hold: as long as variable domains remain “small” (e.g., Boolean), ASP encoding is faster than CLP(FD)
(even if one might appreciate the possibility of easily defining problem-driven
search heuristics in Prolog, while ASP solvers are mostly used as black boxes).
The situation is reversed when domains are “large”, since in ASP grounding
issues arise and the power of constraint propagation (in particular, with global
constraints) emerges with large domains. As a programming methodology, it
was also pointed out how the availability in ASP of clauses without head allows
a compact encoding of universal quantification that, instead, should be dealt
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with recursion using lists in CLP.
In [vF02] the SAT community started the SAT competition: SAT solvers are
challenged using a set of benchmarks given in DIMACS format [vF02]. Solvers
were based on DPLL core, but a major breakthrough took place with the encoding of Conflict-Driven Clause Learning in solvers—for details we refer to
the paper by [SS99]. The same idea was inherited by the ASP solver Clasp
[GKS09] which is currently the fastest ASP solver (according to the results of
the ASP competition, organized since 2009 [CGMR16]). The idea can be implemented in constraint solvers as well [Stu10], and it is proved to be effective
in the Constraint Programming competitions (MiniZinc Challenge, organized
since 2008 [SFS+ 14]), although for this framework excellent implementations
of global constraints can still be more effective. These competitions allow a
continuous improvement of solver’s performance. CLP can exploit them since
the constraint solvers can be interfaced with the Prolog system. It must be
said however, that the constraint community is slowly abandoning CLP moving
towards dedicated modeling languages, like MiniZinc.
Even if the solvers are becoming faster every day, ASP and SAT are intrinsically limited by the grounding size explosion especially for problems that
require the encoding of large integer intervals. In response, several proposals
emerged in both communities for adding constraints on different domains that
can be dealt with mixed techniques using external solvers, leading to research
directions known as satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) [NOT06], and adding
constraints to answer set programming (e.g., [BBG05, MGZ08]). Although various names have been proposed in earlier proposals we refer simply to this
research direction as CASP (Constraint ASP).
Another integration of CLP and ASP is presented by [DDPR09] where
CLP(FD) is used for computing stable models delaying grounding as much as
possible and exploiting the constraint-based reasoning for efficiently computing
deterministic consequences of a current sets of choices. Finally, the language
Picat [ZKF15] is capable of mixing Constraint Solving, SAT solving, and Mixed
Integer Programming, exploiting an efficient tabling mechanism for storing intermediate solutions without the need of recomputing them. It has proved to
be extremely efficient in solving planning problems.
The purpose of this special issue of TPLP is to investigate recent results on
this emerging modern notion of Constraint Logic Programming that builds on all
the developments mentioned above. Among the nine submission received, seven
papers have been selected after two rounds of reviews. All authors are leading
researchers in the area. We thank all authors that submitted their contributions
to this special issue.
The issue starts with a paper from one of the inventors of CLP:
Michael J. Maher.
Contractibility for Open Global Constraints.
The paper is in the mainstream of constraint programming. “Open” here means
that new variables can be added to the global constraint during the computa3

tion. The author provides a characterization —called contractibility— of the
constraints, where filtering remains sound also when the constraint is open.
We have then two papers on the advancements of CASP solvers:
Mutsunori Banbara, Benjamin Kaufmann, Max Ostrowski, Torsten
Schaub.
Clingcon: The Next Generation.
Marcello Balduccini and Yuliya Lierler.
Constraint Answer Set Solver EZCSP and Why Integration Schemas
Matter.
The following is a contribution from a leading research group of SMT:
Andrew Reynolds, Cesare Tinelli, Clark Barrett.
Constraint Solving for Finite Model Finding in SMT Solvers.
Then a paper that, in the spirit of this issue, bridges the two communities:
Yuliya Lierler, Benjamin Susman.
On Relation between Constraint Answer Set Programming and Satisfiability Modulo Theories.
Subsequently, an application paper showing how CASP can be successfully
used in Planning problems originating from PDDL+ domains:
Marcello Balduccini, Daniele Magazzeni, Marco Maratea, Emily LeBlanc.
CASP Solutions for Planning in Hybrid Domains.
Last, but not least, a paper that shows how using logic programming to
model (and solve) Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems (DCOP). The
authors define an extension of ASP implementing a Distributed Pseudo-tree Optimization Procedure and they exploit the Linda infrastructure implemented in
SICStus Prolog. They also show some application domains, including reasoning
in a power distribution network.
Tiep Le, Tran Cao Son, Enrico Pontelli, William Yeoh.
Solving Distributed Constraint Optimization Problems Using Logic
Programming.
We hope you enjoy the reading.
We would like to thank the following first-class logic programming researchers
that did a great job for our community by carefully reviewing the submitted papers: Marcello Balduccini, Roman Barták, Lukás Chrpa, Alessandro Dal Palù,
Marc Denecker, Andrea Formisano, Marco Gavanelli, Martin Gebser, WillemJan van Hoeve, Tomi Janhuen, Tomi Juntilla, Marco Maratea, Jacopo Mauro,
Pedro Meseguer, Angelo Montanari, Max Ostrowski, Enrico Pontelli, Francesco
Ricca, Gianfranco Rossi, Tran Cao Son, Peter J. Stuckey, Neng-Fa Zhou, Roie
Zivan. Special thanks go to Mirek Truszczyński for the idea of this special issue
and his precious help behind the scene.
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